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QC in MRI : useful or superfluous ?

S. Infantino & F. Malchair (Biomed Engineering, Boncelles)

A European task group has developed a protocol of quality controls (QC) in MRI. It essentially
relates on control of image properties (uniformity of the signal, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), resolution,
distortion,...).

We applied this protocol to the Magnetom SP (Siemens) of the CHU in Liege. We had to use
the Siemens multipurpose phantom that doesn't permit a QC as complete and accurate as the Test
Objects used in the protocol. The phantom simulates the magnetic properties of the body. We tested the
body and head coils with and without a loading annulus that simulates the body conductivity and we
obtained interesting results:
• body coil: the signal, SNR, uniformity and artifacts were satisfactory just after a maintenance but had
changed significantly and became unacceptable two weeks later.
• head coil : the uniformity of the signal and SNR were satisfactory without the annulus. With the
annulus the signal increased from the right to the left of the phantom of nearly 20 % ! This came from a
lack of correction of uniformity in the static field.
Other parameters (slice width and spacing, resolution and distortion) were satisfactory.

Since the head coil problem didn't appear during the maintenance we suggest Siemens' QC
should include observation of intensity profiles. The images obtained should be archived so that the
evolution of performances of the scanner is known.

Introduction

We have controlled the MRI scanner of the CHU in Liege, the Magnetom SP 63

(Siemens) installed in 1989. In particular we checked the body coil and the head coil. Its

main static field intensity is 1,5 T so the resonance frequency of *H in water molecules is

~ 63 MHz. In this paper we will describe the phantoms used, then quote the QC's that

can be made (reference), we will present our results and we will conclude.

1. Phantoms

They are made of an acrylic resin that gives no MR signal. They contain a solution

whose concentration and composition allow the simulation of:

• magnetic properties of human body. Solution's characteristics:

- 100ms<Ti < 1200 ms.

- 50 ms < T2 < 400 ms.

- proton density ~ water's proton density.

The phantoms used contained a solution at 1,25 g NiSO4.6H2O per dm3 water.

They were the head phantom (spherical, inner 0 170 mm), the body phantom (spherical,

inner 0 240 mm) and Siemens' multipurpose phantom (cylindrical, 0 190 mm, length

175 mm). We will describe the last one later.
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• body's conductivity : <

- Ti and T2 very short (a few ms) so it does not appear on the images.

- solution's composition : 3 g Mn.Q2.4H2O and 5 g NaCl per dm3 water.

These phantoms are the "loading annuluses" : they are hollow cylinders whose

double wall contains the conductive solution. In this annulus we can lay a phantom

simulating the magnetic properties. Field gradients induce eddy currents in the solution

that shield the magnetic field and so increase the image's noise.

Here's a brief description of the Siemens multipurpose phantom we used. We

already said it is cylindrical. It can be subdivided in three sections:

• a uniformity section.

• a section containing parallel cylindrical rods of increasing diameters (1, 2,..., 12,5

mm). These rods form a "resolution pattern". They produce no signal.

• a section containing several structures producing no signal:

- four cylindrical rods 0 5 mm whose centres form a 100 mm square ("position

markers").

- two pairs of parallel ramps 1 and 2 mm thick with a 45° slope.

- two 45° wedges and a ~ 26,5° wedge.

We couldn't use an annulus with this phantom because of their dimensions.

2. Quality controls

Ideally they should be made on a slice (or group of slices) centred on the

"isocentre" of the magnet and in offset positions. The isocentre is the centre of the sphere

where the static field is the most homogeneous (~ 0 50 cm). They also should be made

in the three "main" planes, that means transversal, coronal and sagittal. On the figure 1 is

represented the set of axis used in imaging. The z axis is also the magnet's axis.

Figure 1 : Imaging's set of axis (Guinct & Grcllct, 1992).
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In such a system, the transversal plane is parallel to the xy plane, the coronal plane is

parallel to the xz plane and the sagittal plane is parallel to yz plane.

In this paper we will only quote the QC's that we have made. For further

information the reader should refer to the EEC Concerted Research Project (1988), Lerski

et al. (1988) and to Lerski (1993):

• signal uniformity: we simply take an horizontal or vertical intensity profile on the image

of the uniformity section (each direction corresponds to one of the x, y or z axis). This

function "profile" is already implemented on the Magnetom. The European Protocol gives

no tolerance about signal uniformity so the user must evaluate this parameter himself.

• signal to noise ratio (SNR): the device calculates it on a region of interest (ROI) that we

have selected on the image of the uniformity section. The SNR is defined as the mean

pixels' intensity on the ROI divided by the standard deviation of pixels' intensity on the

same ROI. The ROI must contain at least 100 pixels.

• artifacts: they are defined by the following formula :

— •100 in%
T

where G is the mean pixel intensity on a ROI of the ghost image and T is the mean pixel

intensity on the true image (we chose a ROI at the centre of the image).

We also used the uniformity section. Artifacts must be the lowest and ideally they should

be less than 5 % (Price et al, 1990).

• geometric distortion : we simply measure distances on the images and compare them to

the real one. For this QC we used the section containing the position markers. Unknown

tolerances.

• slice width : the slice profile is identical to the radiofrequency pulse shape. The slice

width is the full width at half maximum height of the slice profile. In practice we measure

the full width at half maximum height (FWHM) on an intensity profile of the ramps. If

their slope is 0°, then the slice width SW is given by the formula:

SW = FWHM . tan 6

Ideally we should use crossed ramps (see figure 2) so an eventual misalignment is

compensated, the Siemens phantom contains parallel ramps thus this error cannot be

corrected. Tolerance : ± 1 mm for SW ^ 5 mm (Price et al., 1990).
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Figure 2 : Crossed ramps with alignment rod (Price, 1988).

• slice spacing : it is the spacing between the centres of the FWHM's of a group of slices.

Tolerance : ± 1 mm or 20 % of the theoretical spacing, whichever is greater (Price et al.,

1990).

• resolution : we use the resolution pattern. The rods whose diameter is greater or equal to

the theoretical resolution must be visually resolved.

We have acquired all our images with a spin echo sequence using a 1000 ms

repetition time (TR) and a 40 ms echo time (TE). The slice width was 5 mm. The matrix

was 256 * 256 and the FOV (field of view) was 256 mm, so the theoretical resolution is

1 mm. We had two signal acquisitions for slice width and spacing and a single

acquisition for all other QC's. Signal uniformity and SNR are checked with and without

loading annulus. All other QC's are made without annulus so we know the intrinsic

performances of the device.

3. Results

Body coil

We have controlled the three "principal planes" : transversal (T), coronal (C) and

sagittal (S). Distortion was very low (< 3 %), slice width and spacing were satisfactory.

The T and C planes have been controlled just after a Siemens' maintenance and

then two weeks later. During the maintenance the technician corrected a gradient

instability that led to a lack of signal uniformity and high artifacts. About the signal we

will expose the most interesting results obtained with the multipurpose phantom without

annulus (intrinsic performances). If we compare the intensity profiles obtained at the

isocentre we note that the signal has an acceptable uniformity (for MRI images) just after

the maintenance in both planes but later, we observe a serious degradation of the

performances (figures 3,4, 5 and 6). The SNR shows the same evolution. We estimated

the artifacts' intensity on these images:
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• T plane : ̂  3,3 and 2,7 % just after the maintenance, and two weeks later we obtained 6

and 8,3 %. So in two weeks the artifacts became unacceptable,

• C plane : ~ 3,1 and 3,6 % after the maintenance and two weeks later we have artifacts

of the order of 13,9 and 15,1 %. The degradation is quite clear.

The S plane has been controlled two weeks after the maintenance. The signal is

not uniform (concave profiles) and so is the SNR. The artifacts are unacceptable : 10,8

and 6,3 %.

Resolution: on some images all the rods were not separated (1 or 2 rods did not

appear clearly). To conclude about this problem we must exclude the presence of

artifacts.

Head coil

With the multipurpose phantom we observed that distortion, slice width and

spacing and resolution were satisfactory. We could only control the T plane because of

the dimensions of the multipurpose phantom.

Head phantom alone : signal uniformity (figure 7) and SNR are quite OK in the T

plane. Artifacts are very low (< 3 %).

Head phantom and loading annulus : the signal is no longer uniform but

increasing ! (see figure 8). The intensity increases from « 1800 (right side of the

phantom) to ̂  2200 (left side) on a phantom diameter (170 mm). This corresponds t o a ^

20 % higher signal on the left side than on the right side. This direction is the x axis of

the magnet. In order to verify that this increase is not due to the phantom but to the

scanner, it must also appear in another plane that contains the x axis : the C plane. The

figure 9 shows a coronal image of the head phantom. We can see that the signal also

increases in the same direction than in the T plane. It is due to a lack of correction of the

static field inhomogeneity in presence of conductivity (simulated by the annulus) in other

words, in presence of a human body ! This phenomenon appeared clearly on the screen

and also on the films.

Profiles taken along the z direction are concave (figure 10). It is due to:

• the inhonomogeneity ofthe statkrfreid along that axis (unavoidable by construction).

• the variation^ the response of the coil along this axis.

This phenomenon appears on coronal and sagittal images.
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• • •
Figures 3 (left) and 4 (right) : Intensity profiles taken just after the maintenance (3) and two weeks later

(4) on a transversal image in the body coil.

:igurcs 5 (left) and 6 (right) : Intensity profiles taken just after the maintenance (5) and two weeks later

(6) on a coronal image in the body coil.
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-igures 7 (left) and 8 (right): Intensity profiles without the loading annulus (7) and with the annulus (8)

on a transversal image in the head coil.

Figures 9 (left) and 10 (right) : Intensity profiles taken on a coronal image in the head coil along the x

axis (9) and along the z axis (10).
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Conclusions

With the body coil we noted a degradation of the device's performances in two

weeks that is probably due a gradient instability (lack of signal uniformity and increased

artifacts). With the head coil we observed a 20 % increase of the signal along the x axis

(right - left direction) in presence of conductivity that means in presence of a human

body. This is due to a lack of correction of the inhomogeneity of the static field. All other

parameters were satisfactory for both coils.

During the Siemens' maintenances the technicians measure SNR at the centre of

the images obtained in the three principal planes with' the head and body coils

(maintenances' frequency : two weeks). They also measure the diameter of the phantom

on the images. From the QC we made, we note that an intensity profile is not negligible

and, especially, it doesn't take a long time. The images acquired should be archived so

the evolution of the device's performances are known. Our results show that QC's in

MR1 are not superfluous and that they should include intensity profiles. We propose a

two weeks frequency for the control of signal and SNR (current frequency). A complete

QC should be done every month or every two months. In UK, this complete QC occurs

with a 3 months frequency and the company that carries them out is external to the

hospital.
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